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BIO
ABOUT VICTORIA
Victoria Reynolds is a Spiritual Luminary, Story Healer,
Thought Leader, and Oracle of Freedom.
Victoria was born into a polygamist cult in the
mountains of Montana where she faced a continual
barrage of mental, emotional, physical, sexual and
spiritual trauma before running away from home as a
teenager. Against all odds she went on to become a
successful entrepreneur.
In 2008 she experienced her mid-life transition,
resulting in a complete collapse of everything she had
built, forcing her to reconstruct her life from the
ground up. The economic collapse caused a Holy Shift
– a complete shift in consciousness. It ignited her
spiritual gifts and created an opening for her to
become a "walk-in."
Victoria is following her soul’s purpose of assisting the
liberation of Humanity from fear-based beliefs to
create a world of peace and prosperity for all. She
lights the way through her books, programs and
teachings and through interviewing other thought
leaders on her Fearless and Free TV show.

BOOKS
Victoria Reynolds inspires readers with stories and solutions for
recognizing fear-based beliefs, freeing themselves from the
constraints of fear, and processing past pain stories to create
empowering, joyful and purposeful lives.

TRANSCENDING FEAR
THE JOURNEY TO FREEDOM AND
FULFILLMENT

Transcending Fear was the result of
Victoria's mid-life awakening experience.
She shares the process she used to heal her
past and remedy the present with insights
given to her by her inner therapist.
THIS BOOK IS FOR…
Anyone raised in a very strict and/or
abusive environment and looking to make
peace with their past.
Individuals who have recently
experienced a personal crisis and are

THE FUTURE
OF MY BLOG

looking for answers to remedy their life.
Those who are ready to check their
emotional baggage and set themselves
free into a new reality.

OWN YOUR TRUE WORTH
VITAL KEYS TO LIVIG YOUR FULL VALUE
Discover where your beliefs of self-worth come from and
how to change them so you are no longer disempowered
from living your full potential. This book is for those
wanting to attract more prosperity, struggling with issues
of unworthiness, or suspecting there is an inner block
keeping them from being of greater purpose.

FREE YOUR SPIRIT
5 STEPS TO FEARLESSNESS AND
TRUSTING YOUR OWN PATH
Free Your Spirit is for the intrepid traveler willing
to step away from the path of “shoulds” and follow
what their inner guidance is calling to them. With
nearly 8 billion people on the planet, we all have
our own path to follow as we search for a way
home to the Loving, even when we don’t know
that is what we are looking for.

RISE UP
A SIMPLIFIED GUIDE TO THE GREAT AWAKENING,
SPIRITUAL REVOLUTION AND THE ASCENSION
What I want for my blog
Does it feel like all Hell is breaking loose and you aren’t
sure how to navigate what is swirling around you? You
aren’t crazy, you are awakening, and you are not alone. In

THE FUTURE
perspectives on the world in flux, along with terms and
OF MY BLOG
phrases that will assist you in navigating the chaos as we
the pages of this book, you will discover fresh

restructure our reality into a whole new world.

THE SHOW

Fearless and Free TV is dedicated to the freedom of humanity
and all life on Earth from the fear-based reality into a New
Earth reality based on love.
As the show host, Victoria shares inspirational insights, channeled messages,
and leading-edge guests, all focused on spiritual upliftment and healing of
humanity. All of humanity is ascending together and the more who focus on
the vision of what is possible, along with solutions for a better world, the
sooner we leave the old world of pain, suffering and perceived lack behind.

https://www.youtube.com/c/FearlessandFreeTV

SPEAKING &
APPEARANCES
Victoria has been inspiring audiences around the world since 2009. The primary focus of
her presentations is Moving from Fear to Freedom and The Power of Self Trust. A few of
her satisfied clients include: eWomen, Women’s International Networking, Empowered
Women, Agape International Spiritual Center, Innerfaith New Thought Spiritual Center,
and The Centers for Spiritual Living (multiple locations). She has been a guest presenter
for a variety of online events and summits and has been featured on numerous podcasts,
radio shows, and television appearances. Victoria is also a Distinguished Toastmaster
and a Toastmaster's Qualified Speaker.

Conscious Business Zone

MEDIA
CONVERSATIONS
CREATING YOUR PROSPERITY. EASY FORMULAS FOR ABUNDANCE!
VICTORIA REYNOLDS AND CYNTHIA JORDAN TALK ABOUT 11:11
COSMIC INSIGHT LIVE! FRIDAY NIGHT TUNE-UP
THE GREAT AWAKENING WITH VICTORIA REYNOLDS
BNOW - VICTORIA REYNOLDS 4D
DIVINE PROSPERITY AND FINANCIAL FREEDOM
CONSCIOUS BUSINESS ZONE WITH VICTORIA REYNOLDS
PROSPERITY IN 6D UNITY CIRCLE WITH HOST VICTORIA REYNOLDS
420 FIRST TIMER - JOIN THE FUN!
CCC AND WUW SPIRITUALITY AND ONENESS PANEL
VICTORIA REYNOLDS DISCUSSES LATEST UPDATES WITH NICHOLAS VENIAMIN
ROUNDTABLE AND VISIT WITH LISTENER DEBORAH WILSON
COSMIC INSIGHT WITH VICTORIA REYNOLDS
AMERICAN GUMPTION MORNING SHOW
CREATE A NEW VISION AND WATCH MIRACLES UNFOLD
APPRECIATING THE LIGHT THROUGH DARKNESS WITH VICTORIA REYNOLDS
TIBISAY FELIDA'S ISLAND SHOW
SPIRITUALLY RAW: BRING ON THE PROSPERITY - INVESTORS", GCR, ECONOMIC REFORM
ARE YOU LIVING FEARLESS AND FREE? IF NOT, YOU NEED TO WATCH THIS!
NICHOLAS VENIAMIN AND VICTORIA REYNOLDS TALK ABOUT AWAKENING AND BEYOND.

TOPICS
TOP 10 TALKING POINTS

PODCAST, WEBINAR AND LIVE AUDIENCE
Finding the courage to trust your own path
Breaking free and letting go of attachments
Recognizing fear-based beliefs to overwrite them with love based truths
The power of self-trust in all things
Growing prosperity in the Quantum field
Great Awakening and Spiritual Evolution
Conscious Parenting and Self Reparenting
The difference between religion and spirituality
Birthing a new love-based reality
Healing the collective pain story

TOP 10 INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
PODCAST AND VIDEO

What's the difference between religion and spirituality?
What is the fear-based reality vs the love-based reality
What are fear-based beliefs and how do people recognize them?
When did you realize you were telepathic and what your souls' purpose is?
How have you acclimated to being a walk-in angel?
Why did you start teaching about prosperity?
Who are The Beings of Light you communicate with?
What is Conscious Parenting and why the need for Reparenting ourselves?
What are the dimensions of consciousness?

PHOTOS

